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SUMMARY
More than one type of probability must be considered when making decisions. It is as necessary to know
one’s chance of performing choices correctly as it is to know the chances that desired outcomes will follow
choices. We refer to these two choice contingencies as internal and external probability. Neural activity
across many frontal and parietal areas reflected internal and external probabilities in a similar manner during
decision-making. However, neural recording and manipulation approaches suggest that one area, the ante-
rior lateral prefrontal cortex (alPFC), is highly specialized for making prospective, metacognitive judgments
on the basis of internal probability; it is essential for knowing which decisions to tackle, given its assessment
of howwell theywill be performed. Its activity predicted prospectivemetacognitive judgments, and individual
variation in activity predicted individual variation inmetacognitive judgments. Its disruption alteredmetacog-
nitive judgments, leading participants to tackle perceptual decisions they were likely to fail.
INTRODUCTION

To survive in an unpredictable world, humans and other animals

monitor the potential benefits of the choices they might make.

There are two factors to be considered when evaluating a choice.

First, it is necessary to understand the chance that the choice will

lead to the desired outcome. It is, however, equally important to

know one’s chances of making the choice correctly. We refer to

these twoprobabilities asexternal and internal probability, respec-

tively. For example, wemight estimate our ability to drive to a new

restaurant without a GPS (internal probability). This, together with

the likelihood that the restaurant is open (external probability), de-

termines our eagerness to try driving to the restaurant.

External probability reflects the fact that when a choice is taken

in a given environment, the outcomemay be delivered probabilis-

tically irrespective of one’s efforts. This results from indeterminacy

inherent in theenvironment.Theneuralmechanismsmediatinghu-

man and animal decision-making in the context of external proba-

bility have been the subject of considerable discussion (Murray

and Rudebeck, 2018; Rushworth and Behrens, 2008; Tobler

et al., 2009). In contrast, internal probability reflects indeterminacy

relating to the ability to make a choice correctly. For example, an

agent may realize that there is only a certain probability that they
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will make a particular choice effectively even if they are certain

that a correctlymade choice leads to a reward. Internal probability

can be assessedbymetacognitive processes, such as self-reflec-

tion, acting on representations linked to memory, perception, and

cognitive performance (Fleming et al., 2010; Kiani and Shadlen,

2009; Miyamoto et al., 2017).

It is important to emphasize that internal and external probabil-

ity estimates are subjective estimates or beliefs held by individ-

ual decision makers. In the case of external probability, it is

well established that wemightmeasure the frequencywith which

one event follows another in the environment and that we might

also examine a person’s or animal’s subjective estimates of the

likelihood. Typically, such estimates are distorted; low and high

probabilities are subjectively overestimated and underesti-

mated, respectively (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979). Arguably,

the same is true for internal probability; one might similarly mea-

sure the objective frequency with which a person performs an

action correctly in a given context and also the person’s subjec-

tive estimate of that probability.

The aim of the current investigation was to examine subjective

estimates of internal probability and to compare and contrast

them with subjective estimates of external probability. On one

hand, it would be natural for people to deal with these internal
ublished by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Prospective metacognitive comparison of internal and external probabilities: concept and task design

(A) For prospective decision-making, the internal probability—the probability that one will correctly perform a task (modulated by motion coherence of random-

dot kinematogram [RDK])—and the external probability—the probability that a correctly performed task will lead to a reward (defined by the number of dots

contained in the RDK)—must be considered. We examined how internal probability is estimated before the decision is attempted. We especially focused on

whether there is a specialized mechanism for estimating internal probability.

(B) Example task sequence. In the main task, participants had to make a prospective decision at the metacognitive judgment stage; they decided whether to

perform the internal (left RDK in the example) or external probability task (right RDK in the example) at the following perceptual decision stage. If they correctly

classified the motion direction (here, left or right) of the chosen task (RDK) at the perceptual decision stage, then participants had a chance of receiving a reward.

The probability of a reward was indicated by the number of dots in the RDK stimulus. The follow-up task contained no metacognitive judgment stages and only

consisted of perceptual judgments made with the internal task stimuli. Importantly, the RDK stimuli in the follow-up task were the same as those that appeared

during the metacognition task. The follow-up task therefore made it possible to estimate, for each participant, the probability that any given internal task option

would be performed correctly in the main task. Accumulation of rewards was indicated by the yellow bar only in the main task.
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and external probabilities in different ways because there is a

qualitative difference in the contingencies at stake. In the case

of internal probabilities, the critical contingency is between the

decision maker’s own action and the reward outcome. Success

or failure is the result of the individual’s skill. In contrast, in the

case of external probability, success/failure depends on environ-

mental stochasticity outside of the individual’s control. On the

other hand, despite fundamental differences in these probabili-

ties (Figure 1A), it seems intuitive to expect people to be able

to compare estimates of an internal probability of their own ability

to make a choice effectively, with estimates of external probabil-

ity regarding the links between choice and outcome. This seems

plausible because many situations require both types of proba-

bility to be taken into consideration. Moreover, it seems likely

that it is necessary to do this prospectively. Before attempting

to perform the actual task, we make a judgment about whether

it is wise to do so. This is the sense in which we use the word pro-

spective. For example, even when a person ascertains that there

is almost complete certainty that a choice leads to a desired
outcome, it may not be advantageous to take the choice if, as

a result of metacognitive inspection, the person estimates that

they are unlikely to perform the choice correctly. However,

despite its plausibility, whether this is possible and themediating

neural mechanism are currently unknown.

In addition to making it possible to identify activity related to a

choice’s internal and external probability, the task employed a

two-stage design so that each trial consisted first of a prospective

metacognitive judgment and then a perceptual decision. Our

focus is on the initial metacognitive judgement, but to understand

the specificity and generality of its mechanism, we also consider

the complementary decision type—the perceptual decision.

RESULTS

Metacognitive judgments on internal and external
probabilities
Participants (N = 23) performed a metacognitive probability

matching task (Figure 1B) employing random dot kinematogram
Neuron 109, 1396–1408, April 21, 2021 1397



A B Figure 2. Independent contributions of inter-

nal and external probabilities to prospective

metacognitive judgments

(A and B) The proportion of the trials where the

participants chose internal (A) and external (B)

probability options at the metacognitive judgment

stage increased systematically with the internal and

external probability, respectively (n = 23, error bars

indicate SEM across participants).
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(RDK) stimuli. Participants made left or right key presses de-

pending on the direction in which most dots moved (the

‘‘coherent’’ dot direction). The number of dots indicated the

‘‘external probability’’ of receiving a reward when the correct

response was made. The coherence of the synchronized dot

motions determined the ‘‘internal probability’’ of whether a

reward would be received (Figure 1A). Prior to making the

perceptual decision, during a metacognitive judgment stage,

participants had the opportunity to choose one of two decisions

problems they wanted to attempt.

Each trial comprised a metacognitive judgment followed by a

perceptual decision (Figure 1B). In the metacognitive judgment

stage, participants chose one of two simultaneously presented

RDK stimuli. Then, at the second stage, they performed a

perceptual decision task with the RDK stimulus they had

selected. The metacognitive judgment is therefore an opportu-

nity for participants to select one of two decision tasks to

perform in the second stage, and the participant’s aim is to

select the decision task through which they are most likely

to obtain a reward. One stimulus, which might appear on the

left or right of the screen in any trial, represented an internal prob-

ability decision task. It contained a full number of dots (indicating

the highest external probability of reward), but the movements of

the dots were ambiguous (varying between 0% and 75% coher-

ence). This was referred to as the internal probability option

because the participant had to estimate the probability that

they would make the perceptual decision accurately when con-

fronted with the same level of coherence during the second

stage of the trial. Note that a reward outcome would always

ensue after correct performance of the internal probability task

(i.e., the external reward probability was 1).

The other stimulus represented the external probability task

and contained a smaller number of dots (a number varying be-

tween 10 and 100, indicating external probabilities of reward be-

tween 0.1 and 1.0), but all dots moved in the same direction

(100% coherence). It was referred to as the external probability

option because participants estimated the probability that a

stimulus comprising the given number of dots would lead to a

reward. Judgment of the motion direction was simple. This

was indicated by two observations (Figures S1A and S1B). First,

an additional control experiment confirmed that participants
1398 Neuron 109, 1396–1408, April 21, 2021
could compare two external probability

options and choose the option that would

provide a reward reliably in 92.5% ±

1.5% (mean ± SEM) of trials. Second, the

correct perceptual decision was made in

97.9% ± 0.7% of trials in the main task
when participants chose to perform an external probability op-

tion. However, reward outcomes were still probabilistic.

In summary, at themetacognitive judgment stage, participants

estimated their likely motion discrimination performance on the

internal probability option and compared it with the probability

of reward indicated by the external option. At the subsequent

perceptual decision stage, the stimulus chosen in themetacogni-

tive decision appeared again, but the direction of dot motion was

rotated by ±90�. This change in dot motion, randomized across

trials, ensured a meaningful link between the first-stage meta-

cognitive judgment and the second-stage perceptual decision,

but it prevented the participants from actually making the sec-

ond-stage perceptual decision while still engaged in the prior

metacognitive judgment (Figure 1B). At the second perceptual

decision stage, if the participant detected the motion direction

correctly, then they received rewardwith theprobability indicated

by the number of dots contained in the RDK stimulus.

At the metacognitive judgment stage, if the participant esti-

mates their probability of successfully classifying the motion di-

rection of the internal option at a level that exceeds the reward

probability of the external probability option, then it is optimal

for them to pick the internal probability option. Participants

were indeed capable of making such metacognitive judgments;

they changed their preferences as a function of their likely perfor-

mance levels on the internal probability option. We assessed

what these performance levels would be in a follow-up task

that had a simpler trial structure; there were no initial metacogni-

tive judgment stages on any trials; instead, each trial simply

comprised internal probability decisions (Figure 1B). Perfor-

mance on the internal decisions in the follow-up task, by which

internal probability is estimated (Figure 2), is illustrated by the

black curve superimposed on the summary of participants’

choices of the internal probability task in the metacognitive judg-

ment stage (Figure 3A).

For internal and external probability, the participants’ prefer-

ences for a task option increased systematicallywith the probabil-

ity that performing the task would yield a reward, suggesting that

they formed beliefs regarding internal and external probabilities

and used these to guide metacognitive judgments (Figure 2). The

utility functions for internal and external probabilities are similar

(Figures S1C and S1D; see STARMethods for details).
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Figure 3. Prospective metacognitive performance and subsequent perceptual decision performance

(A) Left: participants’ choices of the internal probability task at the metacognitive judgment stage in the main task increased when either the internal probability

increased or the external probability decreased. The overlaid black line indicates performance levels in the internal probability trials during the follow-up task,

binned by coherence. Right: participants selected the internal task more frequently as its coherence increased and as the probability of the external task

decreased.

(B) Metacognitive judgment performance, evaluated by a type II ROC-based index (AROC), and performance of the internal task at the perceptual decision stage,

evaluated by a type I AROC, were significantly greater than chance (0.5).

(C) Influence of internal and external probabilities on second-stage performance of the internal task (left) and external task (right). The performance in internal and

external tasks improved with higher internal and external probability, respectively. Additionally, performance of the internal task increased when the external

probability task that had been rejected was associated with a higher probability.

(D) Perceptual decision performance in the internal task at moderate coherence levels (0.06, 0.12) was higher when the internal task had been paired with an

external probability option that was, on average, slightly more likely to yield a reward (challenge trials) than it was when the internal task was paired with an

external probability option slightly less likely to yield a reward, on average (inevitable trials). The black line in the square plot indicates performance in the follow-

up task.

N = 23 participants; *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, t test against chance level, Bonferroni correction when required; error bars indicate SEM across participants.
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The accuracy of metacognitive decision-making is typically

described by a type II receiver operating characteristic (ROC)-

based index (AROC) (Maniscalco and Lau, 2012). This indicates

how optimally participants selected the internal probability op-

tion (it indexes how often participants select the internal option

when that is indeed the optimal choice to take and how often
participants select the internal option when the external option

would have been the optimal one to take). Type II AROC is partly

a function of probability distortions that occur during subjective

estimation; the subjective distortion of the utility functions for

external and internal probabilities that are described predict

type II AROC in similar ways (Figures S1E and S1F). Type II
Neuron 109, 1396–1408, April 21, 2021 1399
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AROC was significant across participants (t22 = 6.08, p = 3.9 3

10�6, t test against chance level; Figure 3B, left panel;

Figure S2A).

Similarly, a type I AROC for perceptual decision performance

can be constructed as an index of accuracy when participants

take the internal option in the perceptual decision phase of

each trial. It was also significant across participants (t22 = 28.9,

p = 5.3 3 10�19, t test against chance level; Figure 3B, right

panel). Participants’ preferences for the internal option increased

when the internal probability increased with respect to the

external probability (bslope = 2.49 ± 0.22 [mean ± SEM], t22 =

8.61, p = 1.6 3 10�8, t test against zero; Figure S2B). Logistic

multiple regression analyses revealed that participants’ prefer-

ences for the internal option increased in proportion to its motion

coherence (which, in turn, determined internal probability; see

STAR Methods for conversion of coherence into internal proba-

bility; binternal = 2.96 ± 0.26 (mean ± SEM), t22 = 11.03, p = 9.8 3

10�11, t test against zero) and decreased in proportion to the

external probability of the other option (bexternal = �3.07 ± 0.55,

t22 = �5.49, p = 1.5 3 10�5; Figure 3A). The regression analysis

shows the general effect of varying levels of external and internal

probabilities on participants’ preferences but does not allow

claims to be made about whether the preferences were optimal.

A further indication that internal evidence was treated in a

different manner from external information was that feedback

about the success or failure of internal probability options ex-

erted an influence over subsequent choices not seen after

external probability options were taken (Figures S2C and S2D).

In addition, we examined the relationship between initial meta-

cognitive judgments and subsequent perceptual decisions (Fig-

ures 3C, S2C, and S2E). As predicted, choosing an internal prob-

ability task with high motion coherence during the metacognitive

stage led to better performance during the perceptual stage with

the same task (binternal = 2.81 ± 0.13, t22 = 21.02, p = 4.63 10�16, t

test against zero; Figure 3C, left panel). Intriguingly, however,

perceptual decisions for internal probability options also became

better when the reward probability linked to the rejected external

option in the earlier metacognitive judgment stage was higher

(bexternal = 0.51 ± 0.10, t22 = 4.79, p = 8.5 3 10�15, t test against

zero; Figure 3C, left panel). This suggests that participants

make fine-grained metacognitive judgments about precisely

which internal probability tasks they should tackle; they use their

metacognitive judgment to opt for the internal probability task

when they are likely to be able to perform it. This was supported

by the finding that participants more often chose internal proba-

bility options when they correctly classified the motion direction

in the follow-up task (Figures S2F and S2G). Such an effect will

arisewhenmetacognition allowsparticipants to have afinely cali-

brated sense of which internal options they should attempt to

tackle because the RDK stimulus on a given trial made it likely

that subsequent decisions about such stimuli would be per-

formed correctly (e.g., some variation in the distribution of coher-

entlymovingdotsor somestochastic featureof thedots in agiven

trial that was repeated at themetacognitive and perceptual deci-

sion stages). In contrast, for external probability options, as par-

ticipants almost perfectly classified themotion direction (propor-

tion of trials performed correctly: 97.9% ± 0.7% [mean ± SEM]),

by design, ‘‘performance’’ is a function of the probabilistic reward
1400 Neuron 109, 1396–1408, April 21, 2021
outcome indicated by the number of dots. Not surprisingly, the

performance on external probability options at the second

perceptual decision stage was not predicted by the coherence

of the internal probability option that had been rejected in the

immediately preceding metacognitive phase (binternal = �0.26 ±

0.42, t22 = �0.60, p = 0.55, t test against zero; Figure 3C, right

panel). As expected, external task performance simply increased

with higher external probability (bexternal = 0.75 ± 0.078, t22 = 9.67,

p = 2.2 3 10�9, t test against zero; Figure 3C, right panel).

If metacognitive judgments gave participants the opportunity

to select internal perceptual decisions they realized they were

likely to succeed in performing, then this should be apparent if

we compare the rate at which participants performed internal de-

cisions on two types of trials we refer to as ‘‘challenge’’ and

‘‘inevitable’’ trials. Challenge trials were ones on which the

external probability option was, on average, linked to a higher

probability of reward than the internal probability option (green

squares in Figure 3D). Inevitable trials were ones on which the

external probability option was, on average, linked to a lower

probability of reward than the internal probability option (gray

squares in Figure 3D). In challenge trials, on average, there ought

to be a higher probability of reward for taking the external option

as opposed to the internal option. Participants, however, did

indeed benefit from taking the internal option in such challenge

trials when the internal option was associated with a moderate

level of coherence, where the perceptual performance was

significantly different from chance level (50%) but did not yet

approach 100% (ceiling effect) (Figure 3D, center). Perceptual

decision performance for moderate coherence (coherence

levels: 0.06, 0.12) improved when participants purposely re-

jected higher external probability options in challenge trials

compared with when they chose internal probability options in

inevitable trials when a lower external probability was offered.

This suggests that the participants used their metacognitive

assessment of their likely performance levels in a prospective

and adaptive manner. Floor and ceiling effects on performance

prevent the same phenomenon appearing when the internal

probabilities, or coherences, were very low or very high, respec-

tively (Figure 2D, right; see also Figures S2H and S2I for a com-

parison between challenge and inevitable trials that uses a wider

window of trials to calculate internal task performance).

Neural activity during metacognitive judgment and
perceptual decision: hypotheses
In the behavioral analyses, we have demonstrated that partici-

pants evaluated internal and external probabilities. However,

some features of the results (for example, the existence of chal-

lenge trials) suggest specialization in the mechanism for internal

probability estimation. However, similarities in distortion pat-

terns and the ability to compare internal and external probabili-

ties suggest a common mechanism. We therefore turn to ana-

lyses of neural data to examine whether internal and external

probabilities are encoded similarly in the brain. We tested

whether (1) internal and external probabilities coactivate the

same brain region or (2) internal probability has a particular

neural substrate (Figure 4). Because we found evidence of

specialized processing of internal probabilities, we examined

an additional hypothesis: (3) does the brain area critical for
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Figure 4. Perceptual decision-making: common and specific substrates encoding internal and external evidence

(A) Activity in the vmPFC and posterior cingulate cortex reflected the probability of a reward associated with the chosen action—the evidence of making the

chosen action—regardless of whether it was an internal or external probability.

(B) Activities in the FPm and alPFC were related specifically to evaluation of chosen internal probability options during perceptual decisions.

(C) Evolution of regression weights across time, indexing the effect of internal probability (red at the left of each area; solid line, chosen internal probability; dotted

line, unchosen internal probability) and external probability (blue at the right of each area; solid line, chosen external probability; dotted line, unchosen external

probability) on neural activity are illustrated for two example areas: the vmPFC and FPm.

N = 23; whole-brain effects family-wise error cluster corrected with z > 3.1 and p < 0.05; shade indicates SEM across participants.
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prospective metacognition encode the internal probability when

the internal probability option is chosen and when it remains un-

chosen during the metacognitive judgment stage (Figure 5)?

Does individual variation in activity also predict individual varia-

tion in metacognitive performance (Figure 6)? The focus of the

third hypothesis is on the anterior lateral prefrontal cortex

(alPFC), which has a unique role in accumulating evidence

regarding internal probabilities during prospective metacogni-

tive judgments. We consider the alPFC later, but to appreciate

its specialized function, first we consider areas in which patterns

of activity are consistent with the first or second hypotheses.

Common neural substrates for evaluating internal and
external probabilities
To test the first hypothesis, that there are common neural sub-

strates for internal and external probability processing, we

sought brain areas in which activity arose in a similar way during

evaluation of both types of probabilities during the final percep-

tual decision stage of each trial (Figure 1B). We employed a

whole-brain parametric general linear model (GLM) (fMRI-

GLM1; STAR Methods, quantification and statistical analysis;

Figures S3A and S3B). First we identified activity that covaried

with internal probability or external probability at the perceptual

decision stage of each trial. A conjunction analysis across the
two contrasts showed that activity covaried in a similar way

with both probabilities in several areas (p < 0.05, cluster-level

corrected [z > 3.1]; Figure 4A), including the ventromedial pre-

frontal cortex (vmPFC; areas 10 and 11). Adjacent regions

have been linked to encoding of subjective values as a function

of expected reward magnitude or probability, suggesting a

domain-general role in evidence accumulation (Boorman et al.,

2009; De Martino et al., 2013; Fouragnan et al., 2019; Hunt

et al., 2012; Kolling et al., 2016; Papageorgiou et al., 2017; Trudel

et al., 2021; Wunderlich et al., 2012). Activity in some cortical

areas known to contribute to perceptual decision-making,

including the frontal eye field (area 8A) and intraparietal sulcus

(IPS) (Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Hanks and Summerfield, 2017;

Kim and Shadlen, 1999), also covaried with external and internal

probability (Figures S3C and S3D). Importantly, the vmPFC was

not active as a function of internal or external evidence during the

metacognitive judgment stages (Figure S3E).

Next, we carried out an analogous analysis of the metacog-

nitive judgment phase. It identified areas with activity that var-

ied in a similar way as a function of internal and external prob-

ability. Activity in dorsal anterior cingulate cortex (dACC)

covaried as a function of the differences in evidence between

the chosen and unchosen options when internal or external

probability was at stake (p < 0.05, cluster-level corrected
Neuron 109, 1396–1408, April 21, 2021 1401
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Figure 5. Specialization for internal evi-

dence accumulation during metacognitive

judgment in the alPFC

(A) Activity in the alPFC47 was modulated signifi-

cantly by the internal probability of chosen and

unchosen options during the metacognitive judg-

ment stage.

(B) Although the internal probability associated

with chosen (top) and rejected (bottom) options

exerted a positive influence on the alPFC47, the

modulation in relation to the option that was cho-

sen was faster (i.e., a steeper slope). This is

consistent with a faster process of accumulation

of evidence concerning internal probability for an

option that was ultimately chosen than for an op-

tion that was ultimately rejected. The difference

was significant during the metacognitive judg-

ment stage (left) but not during the subsequent

perceptual decision stage (right). The purple line at

the bottom indicates onset of the perceptual de-

cision between 4 s and 10 s after onset of meta-

cognitive judgment.

(C) The difference in slope for chosen and un-

chosen internal probability (left) was significant

during metacognitive judgments, but there was no

difference in peak signal (right). The tick line in-

dicates mean across participants.

N = 23; whole-brain effects family-wise error

cluster corrected with z > 3.1 and p < 0.05; shade

and error bars indicate SEM across participants;

**p < 0.01, paired t test, Bonferroni correction

when required.
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[z > 3.1]; Figure S4A). In both cases, dACC activity positively re-

flected reward probability (in relation to internal probability or

external probability) linked to the unchosen option; if partici-

pants picked the internal option, then activity in dACC was

modulated positively by evidence of the external option they

had rejected, and, vice versa, it positively coded the internal

probability when the external option was chosen (Figures S4B

and S4C). In summary, dACC activity reflected the relative

reward probability associated with the alternative choices par-

ticipants did not take in the current trial but that they might take

on a future occasion (Boorman et al., 2011, 2013; Fouragnan

et al., 2019; Kolling et al., 2012, 2016, 2018; Meder et al.,

2017). This suggests a key role of dACC in weighing up internal

and external prospects of task success.

The medial frontopolar cortex is specialized for coding
internal evidence during perceptual decision-making
To search for neural activity linked selectively to internal proba-

bility estimation (second hypothesis), we sought brain activity

modulated more significantly by internal probability during

perceptual decision-making (p < 0.05, cluster-level corrected

[z > 3.1]; Figure 4B, left). The activation specific to internal prob-

ability was most prominent in the medial frontopolar area (FPm)

(Neubert et al., 2014) ([x, y, z] = [�2, 56, 22]; Figure 4B, right). The

activation extended to the adjacent vmPFC/medial orbitofrontal

cortex (mOFC) and lateral frontopolar cortex (FPl) (Figure 4B,

left). In contrast to the vmPFC (Figure 4C, left), which was modu-

lated by chosen internal and external probabilities, the FPm was
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responsive only to chosen internal probability (Figure 4C, right).

Neither area was modulated by unchosen probabilities. Similar

effects were found in the alPFC and dorsomedial area 9; regions

linked previously to metacognitive decision-making (Figure 4B,

right; Fleming et al., 2010, 2012; Wittmann et al., 2016b). Howev-

er, among all of these areas, only the alPFC responded differ-

ently as a function of internal probability during the preceding

metacognitive judgment stage (Figure 5A), and we focus on

the alPFC in the next section.

Metacognitive evaluation and matching of internal and
external evidence in the alPFC
Because we found that internal probability is processed selec-

tively in the FPm and alPFC, we tested the third hypothesis

that, if a brain area critical for prospective metacognition exists,

then it should encode chosen and unchosen internal probabili-

ties because it is involved in evaluating them both regardless

of whether the internal option is ultimately chosen or remains un-

chosen. Moreover, even when the alPFC is specialized for en-

coding internal probability, external probability should have

some effect on its activity even if it is an effect that is different

in nature, if internal probabilities are to be compared with

external probability during metacognitive judgment. Activity in

the left alPFC covaries with chosen and unchosen internal prob-

abilities ([x, y, z] = [�38, 34, �10]; p < 0.05, cluster-level cor-

rected [z > 3.1]; Figure 5A). The peak was in area 47 (Mackey

and Petrides, 2010; Neubert et al., 2015; Petrides and Pandya,

2002), and so it is referred to as alPFC47.
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Figure 6. Individual variations in the alPFC and FPm were related to individual variations, respectively, in metacognitive and perceptual de-

cision-making

(A) There was a correlation between type II AROC (Figure 3B, left) and alPFC47 (Figure 5A) activity at the metacognitive judgment stage and a correlation between

type I AROC (Figure 3B, right) and FPm (Figure 4B) at the perceptual decision stage.

(B) The difference in activity modulation associated with the chosen and rejected internal probability task options in the alPFC46, but not in the FPm/vmPFC,

covaried with individual variation in metacognitive judgment accuracy, as indexed by type II AROC.

(C) Individual variation in activity associated with the chosen and rejected internal probability task in the posterior FPm and vmPFC, but not in the alPFC46, was

associated with individual variation in type I AROC during perceptual decision.

N = 23; the illustration shows whole-brain effects family-wise error cluster corrected with z > 2.3 and p < 0.05 for display purposes; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01.
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Although activity in the alPFC47 increased with internal proba-

bility when the internal option was chosen and when it was re-

jected, alPFC47 activity differed in another way, in terms of its

timing, as a function of whether the internal optionwas to be cho-

sen or rejected (Figures 5B and S5A). During the initial metacog-

nitive judgment stage, alPFC47 activity increased more quickly

(the slope of the signal increase was steeper) as a function of

the internal probability when the option was chosen than when

it was rejected (paired t test, t22 = 2.81, p = 0.0099; Wilcoxon’s

sign rank test, p = 0.011; Figure 5C, left panel). The slope differ-

ences were not explained by differences in maximum peaks;

these were comparable regardless of whether the internal prob-

ability option was chosen or unchosen (paired t test between

maximum beta weights for chosen versus unchosen: t22 = 1.32,

p = 0.19; Wilcoxon’s sign rank test, p = 0.19; Figure 5C,

right panel).

The importance of the alPFC47 in metacognitive judgments

was underlined by the fact that activity related to the internal

probability considered in the metacognitive judgment stage

continued into the perceptual decision stage of the task even

when the internal option was not chosen by the participant and

was now irrelevant to the perceptual decision participants

made. However, during the perceptual decision, neither the

peak signal nor the slope of activity change associated with in-

ternal probability differed as a function of whether the internal
option probability was being considered or whether it had

already been rejected (slope, t22 = 1.59, p = 0.12; maximum

beta, t22 = �0.45, p = 0.65; Figure S5B). This feature of alPFC47

during the perceptual decision contrasted with FPm, which was

active in response to chosen internal probability but not rejected

internal probability (dotted trace, Figure 4C).

When we examined activity near the alPFC peak, we found

that it carried information significantly more strongly about inter-

nal as opposed to external evidence during metacognitive judg-

ments (20-mm radius volume of interest analysis centered on the

alPFC peak described above ([x, y, z] = [�38, 34, �10]; p < 0.05,

cluster-level corrected [z > 3.1]; Figures S5C and S5D). In sum-

mary, the alPFC selectively represented internal probability.

Moreover, the manner in which it coded internal probabilities

associated with choices taken and rejected differed to the cod-

ing scheme in other frontal and parietal areas (Figures 4, S3C–

S3E, and S6), dACC (Figures S4A and S4B), or other areas in

which evidence accumulation and decision-making processes

have been studied in the past.

Contrasting function of the FPm and alPFC during
perceptual decision-making and prospective
metacognitive judgment
We quantified the contributions of the two prefrontal areas iden-

tified by fMRI-GLM1 (Figures 4 and 5) to task performance
Neuron 109, 1396–1408, April 21, 2021 1403
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(Figure 6A). alPFC47 activity (Figure 5A) was modulated by inter-

nal evidence accumulation (there were differences in effect

slopes reflecting chosen and unchosen internal probability; Fig-

ure 5C), and individual variation in these effects was correlated

with metacognitive performance (type II AROC) during metacog-

nitive decisions (r = 0.58, p = 0.0035), but alPFC47 activity related

to chosen internal evidence was not correlated with variation in

internal task performance (type I AROC) during perceptual deci-

sions (r = 0.20, p = 0.35). In contrast, FPm activity (Figure 4B) ex-

hibited complementary characteristics; variation in its activity

was correlated with internal task performance during perceptual

decisions (r = 0.41, p = 0.048) but not with metacognitive perfor-

mance (r = �0.26, p = 0.21). Neither alPFC47 nor FPm activity

was correlated with external task performance during perceptual

decisions (alPFC47, r = 0.24, p = 0.25; FPm, r = �0.12, p = 0.56;

Figure S7A). During metacognitive judgments, the correlation

between individual variation in alPFC47 effects and individual

variation in metacognitive performance was significantly greater

than between FPm effects and metacognitive performance

(DFisher’s z = 2.93, p = 0.0033). On the other hand, during the

subsequent perceptual decision, although the correlation be-

tween individual variation in FPm effects and individual variation

in perceptual decision-making was numerically greater than in

the alPFC, the difference in the strength of correlations did not

reach statistical significance (DFisher’s z = 0.73, p = 0.46). The

contrasting pattern therefore suggests an independent alPFC

mechanism for evaluating the strength of internal evidence dur-

ing second-level metacognitive judgments with a comparatively

little role in first-level perceptual decisions. We confirmed this

conclusion by using the M-ratio index (meta-d0/d0) (Maniscalco

and Lau, 2012; STARMethods), a metacognitive sensitivity mea-

sure that is not biased by possible interactions between type II

AROC and type I AROC (Figure S7B).

We also searched across the whole brain for any activity pre-

dicting variation in the sensitivity of metacognitive judgment

across participants by employing an analysis of covariance

(ANCOVA) (STAR Methods, fMRI-GLM2: covariate analysis at

metacognitive judgment stage and fMRI-GLM3: covariate anal-

ysis at perceptual decision stage). In the vicinity of the alPFC47

and FPm (20-mm radius centered on either area), individual

variation in activity of the alPFC close to area 46 (Petrides and

Pandya, 1999) was correlated with individual variation in meta-

cognitive accuracy (type II AROC) (Figure 6B), whereas individual

variation in FPmand vmPFC (area 11m) (Neubert et al., 2014) ac-

tivity was correlated with individual variation in internal task per-

formance (type I AROC) (Figures 6C and S7C).

Causal evidence of the contribution of the alPFC to
metacognitive judgment
Finally, to evaluate the causal role of the alPFC in prospective

metacognitive judgment, we disrupted alPFC47 activity with

continuous theta-burst transcranial magnetic stimulation

(cTBS) and examined the effect on metacognitive performance

(Figure 7A). We targeted the left alPFC47, in which the speed of

activity accumulation is different for chosen and unchosen inter-

nal probabilities (Figures 5B and S5A) and where this difference

predicted metacognitive performance (Figure 6A). Behavioral

data in the cTBS experiment (experiment 2; Figure 7) were
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collected from different participants than those participating in

the fMRI experiment (experiment 1; Figures 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6).

Targeted disruption of the alPFC47 altered patterns of prefer-

ence for internal or external probability options during the meta-

cognitive judgment (Figure 7B). The change was quantified by

comparing type II and type I AROC after alPFC47 stimulation

and during the no-stimulation baseline. alPFC47 cTBS exerted

a differential influence on type II and type I AROC (two-way

repeated ANOVA with the main effects of AROC and stimulation;

main effect of type II/I, F1,7 = 3.84, p = 0.090; main effect of

alPFC47 stimulation/baseline, F1,7 = 2.14, p = 0.18; interaction,

F1,7 = 7.32, p = 0.030; Figure 7C, left). Metacognitive judgment

performance quantified by type II AROC was impaired signifi-

cantly (main effect of alPFC47 stimulation/baseline, F1,14 =

8.70, p = 0.010), whereas perceptual decision performance

quantified by type I AROC did not change (main effect of alPFC47

stimulation/baseline, F1,14 = 0.33, p = 0.57). In contrast, no

similar effect was observed when a parallel analysis was con-

ducted to examine the effect of stimulation applied to a control

site, the vertex, in the same participants (two-way repeated

ANOVA with the main effects of AROC and stimulation; main ef-

fect of type II/I, F1,7 = 3.71, p = 0.095; main effect of vertex stim-

ulation/baseline, F1,7 = 0.43, p = 0.52; interaction, F1,7 = 0.01,

p = 0.97; Figure 7C, right). Neither metacognitive judgment per-

formance, quantified by type II AROC, nor perceptual decision

performance, quantified by type I AROC, changed after vertex

cTBS (main effect of vertex stimulation/baseline for type II

AROC, F1,14 = 2.97, p = 0.10; for type I AROC, F1,14 = 3.08,

p = 0.10). The difference in stimulation effects cannot be attrib-

uted to any aspect of the ordering of the tests, which were coun-

terbalanced across participants; some participants participated

in the alPFC experiment first and some in the vertex control

experiment first; moreover, in each experiment, some partici-

pants underwent the stimulation condition first or the control

non-stimulation condition first. The impairment of metacognitive

performance by alPFC stimulation was reproduced when the

M-ratio (meta-d0/d0) was considered (t7 = 2.81, p = 0.026; Fig-

ure S8A). This testifies to the specificity of the alPFC effect

even after controlling for any possible confounding influence of

different levels of perceptual performance. In summary, the

pattern of behavioral change suggests that alPFC47 is essential

for prospective metacognitive judgment rather than perceptual

decisions (Figures S8B and S8C illustrate changes in preference

for choosing the internal task option with alPFC cTBS).

If metacognitive judgment is altered, then this will change

which decisions participants tackle at the subsequent percep-

tual decision stage. We investigated whether it led participants

to tackle internal probability options for which they were unlikely

to make correct decisions by comparing challenge with inevi-

table trials (analysis depicted in Figure 3D). First we showed

that prospective judgments were again beneficial, particularly

at moderate dot coherence levels (such as 0.06 and 0.12); as

in the previous experiment, performance in challenge trials was

higher than in inevitable trials at suchmoderate coherence levels

(compare the gray and green lines in the right panels of Fig-

ure 7D). The difference between the gray and green lines is

also illustrated by the black line in Figure S8D, which is above

zero for coherence levels such as 0.06 and 0.12; t7 = 2.40,
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Figure 7. Modulating activity in the alPFC with TMS (cTBS) caused impairments in metacognitive judgment

(A) TMS (cTBS) was applied to the left alPFC47 (red dot; see also Figure 5A).

(B) Preference for choosing the internal probability task in the metacognitive judgment stage after alPFC47 stimulation (left) and no stimulation (center). The

magnitude of differences between alPFC47 stimulation and no stimulation (right) shows that differences were maximal around the black line indicating the

performance level on the follow-up task (internal probability trials without any prior metacognitive judgment phase).

(C) Comparisons of metacognitive performance (type II and type I AROC) between stimulation and no stimulation. alPFC47 stimulation significantly impaired type II

AROC comparedwith no stimulation, whereas alPFC47 stimulation did not impair type I AROC (left). Neither type II AROC or type I AROCwere impairedwhen the vertex

(control site) was stimulated (right). The gray line indicates the mean across participants.

(D) Left: performance change with alPFC47 TMS compared with no stimulation. The light blue squares indicate trials that were performed worse after alPFC47

TMS. These tended to occur at moderate coherence levels (0.06, 0.12) in challenge trials as opposed to inevitable trials (see green and gray squares, respectively,

in Figure 3D). Right: perceptual performance during challenge trials (green line) was higher than during inevitable trials (gray line) for the no-TMS condition.

However, this pattern no longer held when TMS was applied to the alPFC47.

N = 8; error bars indicate SEM across participants; *p < 0.05, paired t test.
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p = 0.046, paired t test). However, the normal benefit conferred

by the opportunity to make prospective metacognitive judg-

ments was reversed by alPFC47 stimulation (alPFC47 versus no

stimulation for moderate coherence, t7 = 2.62, p = 0.034; espe-

cially for coherence 0.06, t7 = 3.69, p = 0.0076, paired t test) (Fig-

ure S8D). These observations suggest that the alPFC47 plays an

essential role in proactively utilizing prospective metacognition

to optimize subsequent decision-making and obtaining rewards.

DISCUSSION

Two types of choice-outcome contingencies must be taken into

account when making a decision (Figure 8). The first is the con-
tingency between the choice and the outcome: how likely is the

choice to lead to the outcome? The second contingency, how-

ever, concerns how likely it is that the choice will be made

correctly by the agent making the decision. We know that

learning contingencies between choices and outcomes de-

pends on the cortex in and lateral to the lateral orbitofrontal sul-

cus in humans and macaques (Chau et al., 2015; Jocham et al.,

2016; Neubert et al., 2015; Noonan et al., 2010, 2017; Rude-

beck et al., 2017; Walton et al., 2010) and that such contin-

gencies are represented in the medial frontal cortex during de-

cision-making (Figure 4A). Here we show that the second type

of contingency depends on the adjacent but more dor-

sal alPFC.
Neuron 109, 1396–1408, April 21, 2021 1405



Figure 8. Summary: the alPFC accumulates evidence of internal probability for optimal prospective metacognitive judgments

A prospective metacognitive decision requires consideration of two kinds of probabilities: the internal probability—the likelihood of success given one’s ability to

overcome the difficulty of the task—and the external probability—the fact that the stochastic nature of the environmentmeans that reward is not always delivered

even when the choice has been performed correctly. We found common and unique substrates associated with internal probability (orange color) and external

probability (green color) when making metacognitive judgments and when making perceptual decisions about the selected task. One area showed a unique

profile contributing to prospective metacognition: the alPFC carried information about the internal probability associated with the chosen (solid bold line) and

unchosen (dotted bold line) task in a similar way (positive sign), but evidence accumulation for the option that was chosen occurred more quickly (see neural

activity duringmetacognitive judgment and perceptual decision: hypotheses in the results). We also showed the alPFC’s casual role in prospectivemetacognition

by applying TMS to the alPFC; this caused changes in the pattern of metacognitive judgments that, in turn, led to increased failures at the perceptual decision-

making stage, particularly in moderate coherence level trials, where performance was improved by the opportunity to make a prior metacognitive judgment to

tackle the trial. The alPFC activity profile (center) differed from that seen in other frontal areas that were involved during metacognitive and perceptual decisions:

dACC (left; activity correlated with the internal and external probabilities associated with the chosen and unchosen options during the metacognitive judgment

stage), vmPFC (right; activity correlated with the internal and external probabilities associated with the chosen options during the perceptual decision-making

stage; first neural processing hypothesis), and FPm (particularly related to some aspect of internal probability evaluation during the perceptual decision-making

stage; second neural processing hypothesis).
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Internal probability must be evaluated prospectively; the deci-

sion maker must estimate their ability to make the choice prior to

taking it. Activity in the alPFC predominantly reflected internal

probability evidence, and, unlike in all other areas, it arose

regardless of whether the internal probability option was taken

or rejected. However, the speed with which activity related to in-

ternal probability ramped up during the metacognitive decision

phase was faster when the internal probability option was ulti-

mately chosen. By analogy with the activity patterns seen in

the frontal and parietal cortex, it seems likely that alPFC activity

reflects an evidence accumulation process but that it is specif-

ically an accumulator of internal probability, guiding compari-

sons of internally accessed probability estimates and reward

contingencies afforded by the environment. Although its activity

does not increase as evidence for choosing the external

task increases, its activity is reduced by external probability

(Figure S6C). Thismaymake it possible to prospectively evaluate

internal probability against external probability during metacog-

nitive judgments and to identify the best internal probability tasks

to perform even when there might be almost as much evidence

for tasking the external option (Figures 3D and 7D). Identifying in-

ternal probability tasks to perform in this way (in challenge trials)

depends on metacognitive judgment rather than just attentional

modulation (Figure S6).
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The contribution of the alPFC is clearly distinct from that of

other prefrontal areas, including the FPm, that carry information

about internal probability, but only when participants are actually

making perceptual decisions as opposed to the prior metacog-

nitive judgments. Manipulation of alPFC activity with continuous

TBS led to changes in the way metacognitive judgments were

made, which, in turn, led to participants choosing to tackle

perceptual decisions they failed. Few studies have assessed

the causal importance of prefrontal cortical regions for metacog-

nitive judgment. Fleming et al. (2014) demonstrated that anterior

prefrontal lesions result in deficits of retrospective metacognitive

assessments for perceptual decisions even in individuals with an

intact bilateral alPFC. This study, together with a pioneeringMRI-

based study from the same group (Fleming et al., 2010), sug-

gests that the frontopolar cortex (area 10) is essential for retro-

spective metacognition. Ryals et al. (2016) also demonstrated

that cTBS targeted to the frontopolar area 10 (x = ±29,

y = +66, z = +10 mm) changed judgments of learning and retro-

spective confidence judgments but cTBS targeted to the dorso-

lateral prefrontal area 46 (x = ±52, y = +15, z = +9 mm) did not.

These observations are consistent with our finding that FPm

(area 10) activity is associated with confidence in the perceptual

decision task (Figures 4B, 4C, and 6). Macaque studies found

that the more dorsal prefrontal areas 10, 9, and 6 are essential
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for retrospective confidence judgments on mnemonic decision

performance (Miyamoto et al., 2017, 2018).

The present study suggests a specific role of the alPFC in pro-

spective, metacognitive evaluation of how likely an agent is able

to make a choice correctly. It has been noted previously that this

region is especially active when decision-making occurs under

ambiguity (Levy et al., 2010) and when it is necessary to estimate

which model or approach to a decision-making problem is best

to adopt (Charpentier et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2014). It is also inter-

esting to note that it is difficult to identify a brain region with the

same connectional anatomy in macaques (Neubert et al., 2015).
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Software and algorithms

Presentation Neurobehavioral systems RRID: SCR_002521

MATLAB R2019a MathWorks RRID: SCR_001622

FSL FMRIB, Oxford RRID: SCR_002823

Brainsight Rogue Research RRID: SCR_009539

Spike2 Software Cambridge Electronic Design Limited RRID: SCR_000903

Others

Magstim Rapid2 stimulator (TMS) Magstim https://www.magstim.com

D440 Isolated EMG amplifier Digitimer https://www.digitimer.com/

Hum Bug 50/60 Hz Noise Eliminator Quest Scientific https://www.digitimer.com/

CED power1401 Cambridge Electronic Design Limited RRID: SCR_017282
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Kentaro

Miyamoto (kentaro.miyamoto@psy.ox.ac.uk).

Data and code availability
The data and code that support the findings of this studywill be shared via Oxford University Research Archive (https://ora.ox.ac.uk/).

They are also available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

Materials availability
Materials are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request..

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Participants
Twenty-six participants took part in the functional MRI experiment (Experiment 1). Participants were excluded because they ex-

hibited excessive motion during the scan (N = 2) or because of premature termination of an experimental session (N = 1) (final sample:

23 participants; 15 female; age (mean ± SD), 28.2 ± 6.7). Ten participants took part in the TMS experiment (Experiment 2). Two par-

ticipants were excluded because of premature termination of an experimental session (final sample: 8 participants; 5 female; age

(mean ± SD), 25.8 ± 4.4). Because of COVID-19, UK national and university-mandated COVID-19-related social distancing require-

ments, meant that we had to stop further data collection. The study was approved by the Central Research Ethics Committee (Exper-

iment 1: MSD-IDREC-R51506/RE002, Experiment 2: R65502/RE001) at the University of Oxford. All participants gave informed

consent.

Experimental Procedure
We conducted two experiments. The first experiment assessed the neural correlates of metacognitive and perceptual decisions with

fMRI (Experiment 1), while the second experiment probed the causal contribution of alPFC in prospective metacognition using trans-

cranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Experiment 2). Experiments used a different sample of participants.

Experiment 1

Participants took part in one behavioral task session (Session 1) and twomagnetic resonance imaging (MRI) sessions (Sessions 2 and

3) on separate days. Each session lasted approximately 1.5 hours, including one hour of scanning for Session 2 and 3. Participants

received £10 per hour and a bonus based on task performance (accumulated across sessions: £5–£7 per session). In the behavioral

session (Session 1), participants first practiced the internal and external probability tasks in an alternate order, and thereby learned

the association between task (external versus internal) and reward probabilities (35 min). Next, they learned how to perform the main

metacognition task (20min). In Sessions 2 and 3, participants were first reminded about the task and performed twenty practice trials
Neuron 109, 1396–1408.e1–e7, April 21, 2021 e1
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outside the scanner. Each fMRI scanning session included 195 trials and lasted for 45–50min. To acquire reliable and robust data we

repeated two sessions with a different stimulus set. After each scanning session, participants performed 195 trials of a follow-up task

that lasted for 10 min outside the scanner (see section ‘Behavioral tasks’ for details). The follow-up task did not contain a metacog-

nitive decision stage and only internal probability trials were presented. The task utilized the identical RDK stimuli used for the internal

probability trials in the fMRI session and hence also comprised 195 trials. The inclusion of the follow-up task made it possible to

assess, on average, how well participants performed internal probability tasks of different coherence levels. This made it possible

to understand how each coherence level was linked to a particular probability of being performed correctly by each participant.

Experiment 2

The second experiment included four sessions: a behavioral task session (Session 1; 2.5 hours), a structural MRI session (Session 2;

30 minutes) and two continuous theta burst (cTBS) transcranial magnetic stimulation sessions (Sessions 3 and 4; each 2 hours). The

first session was similar to the behavioral session in Experiment 1 during which participants were instructed about the task and learnt

the difference between internal and external probability tasks. Additionally, in Session 1 we assessed participants’ motor thresholds

which determined the intensity of cTBS stimulation that was used in later cTBS sessions (see section ‘Transcranial magnetic stim-

ulation (TMS)’ for more details). To predict participants’ tolerance and comfort with the stimulation protocol in Sessions 3 and 4, we

first applied a milder stimulation protocol, ‘a taster session’ during Session 1. The taster session included a stimulation protocol of a

10 s train of cTBSwith the stimulator output set to 20%. Session 2 served to acquire structural MRI scans that would guide the neuro-

navigated localization of the TMS target areas in the subsequent two sessions. Session 3 and 4 consisted each of two blocks: a stim-

ulation block and a no-stimulation block. For each block, participants performed a shortened version of the experimental task used in

Experiment 1 (Session 2 and 3). Each block lasted for 30 min (225 trials). However, because stimulation effects decrease rapidly

across a period of 30 minutes, we focused on the initial 140 trials, which lasted for a duration of 20 min. that is 2/3 of the trials, after

the termination of 40 s train of cTBS. Stimulation was applied before one block (‘‘TMS block’’), but not the other (‘‘control block’’)

within each session 3 and 4. The stimulation order within session was counterbalanced across participants. The difference between

Session 3 and 4 was their stimulation site: the stimulation site was either centered on alPFC [MNI x/y/z- coordinate:�38, 40,�10] or

vertex [MNI x/y/z- coordinate: 0,�34, 72], with cTBS being applied immediately before the start of the ‘‘TMS block.’’ Further counter-

balancing meant that some participants performed alPFC sessions first and some performed vertex sessions first. As a result of the

various types of counterbalancing, participants performed sessions in the following orders (2 participants: Session 3, alPFC; Session

4, vertex; TMS block before control block. 2 participants: Session 3, vertex; Session 4, alPFC; TMS block before control block. 2

participants: Session 3, alPFC; Session 4, vertex; TMS block after control block. 2 participants: Session 3, vertex; Session 4, alPFC;

TMS block after control block). As in Experiment 1, participants were asked to perform the follow-up task including only internal prob-

ability options. The follow-up task included 225 follow-up task trials and lasted for 12 min. To make sure that these trials were not

affected by cTBS stimulation the follow-up taskwas performed after the ‘‘control block.’’ The participants took at least a 30min break

from the end of the ‘‘TMS block’’ to the start of the ‘‘control block’’ to decrease the possibility of any remaining effects of TMS.

METHOD DETAILS

Behavioral tasks
Experiment 1 and 2 used the same behavioral task. Themainmetacognition task comprised two stages: each trial comprised ameta-

cognitive judgment followed by a perceptual decision and a final outcome phase (Figure 1B). In the metacognitive judgment stage,

participants had to choose one of the two RDK stimuli that were presented simultaneously. One RDK represented an external prob-

ability task, the other represented an internal probability task. Either stimulus could appear with the same frequency on the left or on

the right of the screen. The internal probability task contained a full number of dots (number of dots = 100; external probability of

reward indicated by the number of dots was always 1), but the movements of the dots were ambiguous (0%, 3%, 6%, 12%,

25%, 37%, 50%, or 75% denote the different coherence levels). The other stimulus represented the external probability task, con-

taining a smaller number of dots (10, 30, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, or 100 indicating external probabilities of between 0.1–1.0 of reward) but all

dots moved in the same direction (100% coherence) which was always easily discernible by every participant. However, note that the

internal probability task always comprised the full number of dots and the external probability task always utilized 100% coherence –

meaning that always only one of the two dimensions varied per task type while the other one was fixed. All the combination of 8 in-

ternal probability tasks and 8 external probability tasks were offered during the metacognitive judgment stage. In the Metacognition

stage, each RDK stimulus was moving upward or downward for 1.5 s. After disappearance of the stimuli, participants chose the task

they want to perform in the subsequent perceptual decision stage by pressing a button with their right hand. After a stimulus onset

asynchrony (SOA) (Experiment 1, 2.5–8.5 s [Poisson distribution, mean of 3 s]; Experiment 2, 1 s; note that we did not have to control

for the BOLD response in the second experiment and therefore SOAs are shorter, moreover given the limited duration of cTBS effects

it was important to collect trials more quickly in Experiment 2), participants moved into a perceptual decision stage where the same

stimulus that they chose in themetacognitive judgment stage appeared again for 1.5 s. This time however, the direction of dot motion

was rotated by ± 90 degree. For example, if they selected the external probability option in the first stage and the stimuluswasmoving

upward they could not know until the second stage perceptual decision whether the stimulus would be moving leftward or rightward.

After disappearance of stimuli, participants were asked to answer if the RDK stimulus is moving leftward or rightward by pressing a

button. The rotation of the stimulus was introduced to prevent participants frommaking a perceptual decision about motion direction
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during the metacognitive judgment phase of the trial instead of during the subsequent perceptual decision phase of the trial. How-

ever, we wanted the participants to estimate and compare the utility of choosing either the internal or external probability options to

make an optimal metacognitive judgment. In the experiment, we rotated the direction of the stimulus chosen in the metacognitive

judgment phase of the trial either clockwise or anticlockwise randomly when it appeared at the perceptual decision phase of every

trial. Therefore, participants could not predict the motion direction in the perceptual decision stage from that in the metacognitive

judgment stage (Bennur and Gold, 2011). After an SOA (Experiment 1, 2.5–8.5 s; Experiment 2, 1 s), outcome feedback appeared

for 1 s. If participants judged the motion direction correctly, a reward (‘tick’ symbol on the center of screen indicated success)

was given according to the external probability indicated by the chosen RDK stimulus while, otherwise, no reward (‘X’ symbol

on the center of screen indicated failure) was given. When they misjudged the motion direction, no reward was given irrespective

of the probability. A yellow bar which indicates the total number of ‘correct’ outcomes also appeared on the bottom of screen during

the feedback period. Based on the number of ‘correct’ outcomes, participants received a monetary bonus reward after the exper-

iment. After 1 s of inter-trial interval (ITI), the next trial started. As a further counterbalancing procedure, in Experiment 1, for approx-

imately half of the participant sample (n = 10), the configuration of stimuli locations during the metacognitive task was different; in

the metacognitive judgment stage, two RDK stimuli appeared at the top and bottom of the screen and they moved either rightward

or leftward; in the perceptual decision stage, the chosen RDK stimulus remained on the same location but the direction of dot motion

was rotated by ± 90 degree; thus, they answered whether the RDK stimulus was moving upward or downward. We confirmed that

behavioral performance was comparable between the two subgroups of participants: LR subgroup (n = 13; RDK moved leftward or

rightward during perceptual decisions) and UD subgroup (n = 10; RDK moved upward or downward during perceptual decisions)

(type II AROC: LR, 0.72 ± 0.033 [mean ± SEM]; UD, 0.64 ± 0.044; LR versus UD, t21 = 1.47, p = 0.15. type I AROC: LR, 0.84 ± 0.015;

UD, 0.82 ± 0.018; LR versus UD, t21 = 0.95, p = 0.34). During the task, participants were asked to fixate on the center of the screen.

Eye positions weremonitored in Experiment 1 with an eye tracker (Eyelink 1000, SR Research). We used eye tracking data to confirm

that all participants engaged in performing the task during fMRI scanning. The data were not analyzed in the presented study.

The follow-up task comprised only the perceptual decision stage (Figure 1B). We used the same set of RDK stimuli for the internal

probability task as in the previous metacognition task and hence the number of trials is identical for both tasks. RDK were moving

upward or downward (for UD subgroup in Experiment 1 [n = 10], they were moving rightward or leftward). Participants were asked

to judge the motion direction by pressing a button.

FMRI data acquisition and data processing
Imaging data in Experiment 1 were acquired with a Siemens Prisma 3T MRI using a multiband T2*-weighted echo planar imaging

sequence with acceleration factor of two and a 32-channel head-coil. Slices were acquired with an oblique angle of 30 deg to the

PC-AC line to reduce signal dropout in frontal pole. Other acquisition parameters included 2.4 3 2.4 3 2.4 mm voxel size, TE =

30 ms, TR = 1230 ms, 60� flip angle, a 240 mm field of view and 60 slices per volume. For each session, a fieldmap (2.4 3 2.4 3

2.4mm) was acquired to reduce spatial distortions. Bias correction was applied directly to the scan. A structural scan was obtained

with slice thickness = 1 mm; TR = 1900 ms, TE = 3.97 ms and 13 13 1 mm voxel size. Imaging data were analyzed using FMRIB’s

Software Library (FSL) (Smith et al., 2004). Preprocessing stages included motion correction, correction for spatial distortion by

applying the fieldmap, brain extraction, high-pass filtering and spatial smoothing using full-width half maximum of 5 mm. Images

were co-registered to an individuals’ high-resolution structural image and then nonlinearly registered to the MNI template using

12 degrees of freedom. In Experiment 2, we obtained a structural scan using the same protocol with a lager field of view covering

the nose tip and both ears, which serve as the landmarks for frameless stereotactic neuronavigation (see the next ‘Transcranial mag-

netic stimulation (TMS)’ section).

Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)
TMS was applied using a Magstim Rapid stimulator which was connected to a 50 mm figure-8 coil (Johnen et al., 2015). In Session 1

of Experiment 2, we assessed participants active motor threshold (AMT) for the left M1 ‘hotspot’, which is the scalp location where

TMS evoked the largest MEP amplitude in right first dorsal interosseous (FDI) (Rossini et al., 2015) (mean ± SD: 39.5% ± 5.3% stim-

ulator output). Electromyographic (EMG) activity in right FDI was recorded with bipolar surface Ag-AgCl electrode montages. Re-

sponses were bandpass filtered between 10 and 1000 Hz, with additional 50 Hz notch filtering, sampled at 5000 Hz, and recorded

using a D440 Isolated EMG amplifier (Digitimer), a Hum Bug 50/60 Hz Noise Eliminator (Quest Scientific), a CEDmicro1401 Mk.II A/D

converter, and PC running Spike2 (Cambridge Electronic Design).

The region of interest was left alPFC (Session 3 or 4) with MNI x/y/z-peak coordinates (�38, 40, �10), which was identified by the

previous fMRI experiment (Experiment 1; see Figure 5A). We used the same coordinate for left alPFC stimulation. To stimulate vertex,

the coil was placed over MNI x/y/z-peak coordinates (0, �34, 72). No neural activity with any relation to either internal or external

probability was found at this vertex location suggesting that it was an appropriate control site. The location was projected onto

the high-resolution, T1-weightedMRI brain scan of each participant using frameless stereotactic neuronavigation (Brainsight; Rogue

Research). We used a standard continuous theta-burst stimulation (cTBS) protocol to stimulate alPFC and vertex: 600 pulses were

administered in bursts of three pulses at 5 Hz (total stimulation durationwas 40 s). TMS coils were held in place tangentially to the skull
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by an experimenter during stimulation. For each participant, stimulation intensity was determined by 80% of the AMT (Rossi et al.,

2009). The use of such a low subthreshold intensity (80% AMT) had the advantage of ensured decreased spread of stimulation away

from the targeted site and enabled us to focus on the alPFC site.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Behavioral data
To evaluate performance during themetacognitive judgment stage (Figures 3B, 6, and 7C), we employed an analysis based on signal

detection theory (Maniscalco and Lau, 2012). Specifically, we classified the metacognitive judgment trials with coherences of 0.03,

0.06, 0.12, and 0.25 into those trials in which it was optimal for participants to choose the internal task and into those trials in which it

would be optimal to choose the external task. For each participant, if the external probability of reward offered by the external task

option was higher than the probability of reward that would be expected given the baseline level of perceptual performance of the

internal task option (obtained during the follow-up task), then such trials were categorized as external task optimal trials. If not, they

were categorized as the internal task optimal trials. Based on the proportion of trials in which they chose the internal task option when

the internal option was optimal (Hit trials) and when the external option was optimal (False alarm [FA] trials), we calculated the area

under the ROC curve (type II AROC). We first plotted points indicating the proportion of ‘Hit’ trials (Hit rate; y axis) and the proportion of

‘FA’ trials (FA rate; x axis) separately for trials with coherence levels = 0.03, 0.06, 0.12, and 0.25 (see Figure S2A for a representative

participant: the four dots on the line represent the proportion of Hit over FA trials for each of these four coherence levels). Participants

chose the internal task option as the coherence of the internal task option increased (see also Figure 3A). We then connected these

points and defined the area under the curve as type-II AROC. The higher the proportion of hit trials compared to false alarm trials, the

more closely type-II AROC approaches 1. Chance level of type-II AROC is 0.5.

We used a similar approach to evaluate perceptual performance (Figures 3B, 6, and 7C): we used type-I AROC based on the pro-

portion of trials in which participants correctly judged the motion direction as ‘left’ [or ‘down’] when the dots were moving leftward

[downward] (Hit trials) and that they misjudged the motion direction as ‘left’ [‘down’] when the dots were moving rightward [upward]

(FA trials). We calculated type I AROC with the formula below:

Z type I AROCð Þ= Z Hit rateð Þ � Z FA rateð Þffiffiffi
2

p

The higher the proportion of hit trials compared to false alarm trials, themore closely type I AROC approaches 1. Chance level of type I

AROC is also 0.5.

To evaluate metacognitive performance by controlling the differences in perceptual performance, we calculated themetacognitive

efficiency score measured by M ratio below:

M ratio=
meta� d

0

d0 =

ffiffiffiffiffi
2$

p
Z type II AROCð Þffiffiffi

2
p

$Z type I AROCð Þ
To evaluate the effects of internal and external probability on task selection based on metacognitive judgment and the following

perceptual decision performance, we employed logistic multiple regression analyses as shown below (Figures 3A, 3C, S2D,

and S2E).

ln

�
yðnÞ

1� yðnÞ
�

= a+ bintxintðnÞ+ bextxextðnÞ+
X3

k = 1

�
bo intointðn� kÞ + bo extoextðn� kÞ+ bintxintðn� kÞ+ bextxextðn� kÞ

+ bint$o intointðn� kÞ$xintðn� kÞ+ bext$o extoextðn� kÞ$xextðn� kÞ�
Dependent variable y(n) denotes the task chosen during the metacognitive judgment stage (internal task = 1; external task = 0) (Fig-

ures 3A and S2D) or performance during the perceptual task stage (correct/rewarded = 1; incorrect/rewarded = 0) at the trial #n (Fig-

ures 3C and S2E). Independent variables xint(n) and xext(n) denote the internal probability and external probability at trial #n, respec-

tively. Internal probability corresponds to the coherence of the motion in the internal task option but linearly transformed from its

original exponential scale. External probability is equal to the probability of reward offered by the external task option. To capture

the effects during previous trials, we included the outcomes of internal and external probability tasks during the past three encoun-

ters; oint(n) and oext(n) denote the outcome (correct/rewarded = 1; incorrect/rewarded = 0) for internal and external task performances

on trial #n, respectively. We also included the previous external and internal probabilities, as well as the interaction of previous out-

comes and probabilities separated by external and internal task (sum over k = 1 to k = 3). All the independent variables are normalized

(mean of zero and standard deviation of one) within each session before including them into the analysis.

To evaluate the effect of the decision variable (DV; the difference between the expected reward probability of choosing the internal

task option versus the external option) on the chosen task during the metacognitive judgment stage, we applied a logistic regression

analysis as follows (Figures S2B and S8B).
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DV(n) is defined by subtraction, at trial #n, of the external reward probability, associated with the external option, from the internal

reward probability (based on the reward frequency recorded for each coherence level in the follow-up task performed by each partic-

ipant) associated with the internal option.

We also calculated subjective utility functions for internal [or, external] probability based on subjective probability (w(p); the pro-

portion of trials on which the internal [or, external] option was chosen in the metacognitive judgment stage) and objective probability

(p; the proportion of the trials that internal [or, external] probability option should have been chosen if participants behaved optimally;

i.e., if they always picked the better probability option in themetacognitive judgment stage) (Figures S1C–S1F). The data are fitted by

typical subjective utility functions based on Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979) as follows, where skewness is defined by

a single parameter g:

wðpÞ = pg

ðpg + ð1� pÞgÞ1g

It is noted that smaller gamma indicates larger distortion and, if the participant has a perfect undistorted utility function, gamma

comes close to 1 (log gamma comes close to 0). In both internal and external probabilities, as previously observed and consistent

with the predictions of Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), there is subjective overestimation of lower probabilities and

subjective underestimation of higher probabilities. Comparison of skewness (gamma) suggests that there is nothing fundamentally

different about the way in which observations of real ‘objective’ frequencies of success in internal and external tasks are translated

into subjective estimates of success in the two cases (t22 = 1.23, p = 0.23; Figure S1D). We also confirmed another fundamental

aspect of the subjective expectations described in Prospect Theory, risk aversion, operated similarly in both the internal and external

probability domains (overall reward rates: internal option, 75.7% ± 1.0%; external option, 73.6% ± 1.4%; p = 0.27. outcome vari-

ances: internal option, 0.42 ± 0.006; external option, 0.43 ± 0.007; p = 0.36) (Platt and Huettel, 2008; Preuschoff et al., 2006; Rush-

worth and Behrens, 2008).

Functional MRI data
Whole-brain analysis

We used FSL FEAT for first-level analysis. First, data were pre-whitened with FSL FILM to account for temporal autocorrelations.

Temporal derivatives were included into the model. We used three fMRI general linear models (fMRI-GLM1, 2, 3) to analyze fMRI

data across the whole brain. Results were calculated using FSL’s FLAME 1 with a cluster-correction threshold of z > 3.1 and

p < 0.05, two-tailed.

To analyze BOLD changes across participants, a second-level analysis was applied in a two-step approach: two functional MRI

sessions (Sessions 4 and 5) in Experiment 1were first averagedwithin subject (fixed-effect analysis) and then sessionswere analyzed

across participants (FLAME1). We used two covariate fMRI analyses (fMRI-GLM2 and fMRI-GLM3) during which we associated a

covariate with a particular regressors in the second level (FLAME 1).

All whole brain GLMs shared the following features: we included all three phases of a trial (metacognitive judgment, perceptual

decision, and outcome) into the fMRI-GLMs. Each phase included a constant regressor, which was the onset of each phase with

a fixed duration of 1.5 s for metacognitive judgment and perceptual decision and a duration of 1 s for the outcome phase. Parametric

regressors were modeled as stick functions (i.e., duration of zero) time-locked to the relevant phase onset as below. All parametric

regressors were normalized before inclusion into the analysis. In addition, all GLMs contained one regressor time-locked to all button

presses, modeled as a stick function, at the first-level fixed-effect analysis stage.

fMRI-GLM1. First, we tested for neural correlates of internal and external probabilities during the metacognitive judgment stage

(Figures 5 and S4–S6). We included the following regressors, along with the constant regressor coding the phase of metacognitive

judgment in each trial #n, to do this:

Chosen Internal probability,

Chosen External probability,

Unchosen Internal probability,

Unchosen External probability,

Outcome of chosen Internal task at trial #(n-1) [1 (correct) or 0 (incorrect)],

Outcome of chosen External task at trial #(n-1) [1 (rewarded) or 0 (unrewarded)].

All regressors were normalized before inclusion into the analysis (mean of zero and standard deviation of one). If participants chose

the internal task on trial #n, then the internal probability of the internal task option and the external probability of the external task

option were coded as chosen internal probability and unchosen external probability, respectively. These variables were time-locked

to the metacognitive judgment stage when participants chose the internal task. Chosen external probability and unchosen internal

probability were not defined for those trials. If participants chose the external task on trial #n, the external probability of the external
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task option and the internal probability of the internal task option were coded as chosen external probability and unchosen internal

probability, respectively. These variables were time-locked to the metacognitive judgment stage when participants chose the

external task. Both the chosen internal probability and unchosen external probability were not defined for those trials. Similarly,

the outcome variable for the last trials #(n-1) was defined for the respective chosen task: for example, if participants chose the internal

task during the last trial, then the external outcome was not defined. To identify neural activity that reflected the differences in chosen

and unchosen probabilities, we calculated the difference between the sumof chosen and unchosen probability differences ‘(chosen -

unchosen Internal probability) + (chosen - unchosen External probability)’ (Figure S4A). To identify neural activity that reflected

internal probability or external probability irrespective of whether the task was chosen or unchosen, we calculated the following

two contrasts: ‘chosen + unchosen Internal probability’ (Figure 5A) and ‘chosen + unchosen External probability’, respectively.

We also derived the difference of these contrasts: ‘(chosen + unchosen Internal probability) - (chosen + unchosen External proba-

bility)’ (Figures S5C and S5D). We also conducted a conjunction analysis to identify activity that reflected both ‘chosen + unchosen

Internal probability’ and ‘chosen + unchosen External probability’ with z > 3.1 and p < 0.05 (Figure S4D).

To identify activity related to making decisions about the directions of stimuli during the perceptual decision stage (Figures 4

and S3), we used the following regressors for the perceptual decision stage:

Chosen Internal probability,

Chosen External probability,

Unchosen Internal probability,

Unchosen External probability.

All regressors were normalized before inclusion into the analysis. The same parametric predictors as those coded in the metacog-

nitive judgment stages were used. If participants chose the internal task on trial #n, then the internal probability of the internal task

option and the external probability of the external task option were coded as chosen internal probability and unchosen external prob-

ability, respectively. These variables were time-locked to the perceptual decision stage when participants chose the internal task.

Chosen external probability and unchosen internal probability were not defined for those trials. If participants chose the external

task on trial #n, the external probability of the external task option and the internal probability of the internal task option were coded

as chosen external probability and unchosen internal probability, respectively. These variables were time-locked to the perceptual

decision stage when participants chose the external task. Both the chosen internal probability and unchosen external probability

were not defined for those trials. We confirmed, however, that the predictors in the metacognitive judgment stage and perceptual

decision stage were independent of each other (maximum r value was 0.2; see Figures S3A and S3B for correlation between regres-

sors and trial stages), and therefore were able to identify separate portions of the variance in neural activity. The correlation across

stages was minimized because there was a temporal jitter between the onsets of the two stages. The duration of the temporal jitter

was drawn from a Poisson distribution with the range of 4 s to 10 s and a mean of 4.5 s (as the duration of each stimulus presentation

was fixated to 1.5 s, SOA between the two stages was in the range of 2.5 s to 8.5 s). During these intervals, a fixation cross was shown

on the screen. To identify neural activity reflecting internal probability or reflecting external probability, we calculated the contrasts of

‘chosen Internal probability’ (Figure 4B) and ‘chosen External probability’, respectively. We also conducted a conjunction analysis

(Nichols et al., 2005) to identify activity that reflected both ‘chosen Internal probability’ and ‘chosen External probability’ with

z > 3.1 and p < 0.05 (Figure 4A).

In order to capture activity related to the outcome of each decision, the outcome phase included the following regressors:

Outcome of chosen Internal task [1 (correct) or 0 (incorrect) time-locked to internal task outcomes],

Outcome of chosen External task [1 (rewarded) or 0 (unrewarded) time-locked to external task outcomes].

The outcome variable was defined for the task chosen: for example, if participants chose the internal task, then the external

outcome was not defined.

fMRI-GLM2: covariate analysis at metacognitive judgment stage. Next, we were interested whether signals associated with the

contrasts ‘chosen - unchosen internal probability’ during the metacognitive judgment stage covaried with individual Type II AROC

values (Figures 6B and 6C, left panels). We included Type II AROC values as covariates at the third stage of group analysis when aver-

aging across participants (FLAME 1). We used the same fMRI analysis described in fMRI-GLM1, but now included additionally both

‘type II AROC (metacognitive judgment performance)’ and ‘type I AROC (perceptual decision performance)’ as covariates. We calcu-

lated AROC of each participant for each session and then averaged across sessions; the averaged value was included as covariate.

fMRI-GLM3: covariate analysis at perceptual decision stage. Next, we were interested whether signals associated with the con-

trasts ‘chosen - unchosen internal probability’ during the perceptual decision stage covaried with individual Type I AROC (Figures

6B and 6C, right panels). We included individual values as covariates at the third stage of group analysis when averaging across par-

ticipants (FLAME 1). We used the same fMRI analysis described in fMRI-GLM1, but now included additionally both ‘type II AROC

(metacognitive judgment performance)’ and ‘type I AROC (Perceptual decision performance)’ as covariates.

Region of interest (ROI) analyses

We calculated ROIs with a radius of three voxels that were centered on the peak voxel of significant clusters derived fromwhole brain

fMRI-GLM1. The selected ROI was transformed from MNI space to subject space and the pre-processed BOLD time courses were
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extracted for each participant’s session. Time courses were averaged across volumes, then normalized and oversampled by a factor

of 20 for visualization. ROI-GLMs were applied to each time point to derive beta weights per time point for each regressor. For an-

alyses across conditions, we used the same principle as applied to the whole-brain fMRI-GLM1: first, we averaged the time course

within a subject across two fMRI sessions, then we averaged across the group. For all ROI analyses, regressors were normalized

(mean of zero and standard deviation of one). For all time course analyses, we used the same parametric predictors described in

the whole-brain fMRI analysis conducted with fMRI-GLM1 for the phases of metacognitive judgment stage (Figures 5B, S3E,

S4B, S4E, S5A, S5D, and S6C), perceptual decision stage (Figures 4C, S3D, S6B, and S6D), and outcome phase. We also time-

locked the time courses to the same phase onsets as described in fMRI-GLM1.

Analysis for the slope of time course of neural beta weight

For each participant, we extracted a time course from alPFC time-locked to the metacognitive stage and included two parametric

regressors: chosen Internal probability and unchosen Internal probability (we will refer to this analysis as ROI-GLM1). Note, that

the chosen and unchosen internal probability variables are time-locked to trials where participants chose the internal or external

task, respectively. The time courses either started from the onset of the metacognitive judgment stage or the onset of perceptual

decision stage (respectively, Figures 5B, left, and 5B, right). The coordinates of alPFC ROIs were determined by the bilateral

peak-coordinate of fMRI-GLM1 associated with the contrast ‘chosen + unchosen Internal probability’ in the metacognitive judgment

stage.We averaged the time course of the left and right alPFC for each participant. Next, we assessed the time point at which the beta

weight was at its minimum [tmin, bmin] (note that 0 s < tmin < 4 s; perceptual decision stage did not start for sure within this range [see

purple bar in Figure 5B]) and the time point at which the beta weight was at its maximum [tmax, bmax] (note that 0 s < tmax < 11 s and

tmin < tmax). Then, we calculated the slope for each fMRI session with the following formula:

slopealPFC
chosen or unchosen =

bmax � bmin

tmax � tmin

We averaged the slope of the two fMRI sessions within each participant, separately for chosen Internal probability ðslopealPFCchosen Þ and
for unchosen Internal probability ðslopealPFCunchosen Þ. Then we compared these slopes across participants in the metacognitive judgment

stage (Figure 5C) and perceptual decision stage (Figure S5B). We also calculated the correlation between the difference in slopes

ðslopealPFCchosen �slopealPFCunchosenÞ at themetacognitive judgment stage and themetacognitive performance index (type II AROC) across par-

ticipants (Figure 6A, upper left panel). Slopes in effect sizes albeit in other brain areas, reflecting other decision variables, and man-

ifesting in distinct ways have previously been linked to neural evidence accumulation and individual differences in the representation

of evidence strength (Wittmann et al., 2016a).

Similarly, we extracted bmin and bmax from the FPm ROI time course and calculate the difference as follows:

magnitudeFPm
chosen or unchosen = bmax � bmin

The coordinates for FPm were determined by the peak detected by the contrast ‘chosen Internal probability’ in the perceptual de-

cision stage in whole brain fMRI-GLM1. We calculated the correlation between the difference in beta value

ðmaginitudeFPmchosen �magnitudeFPmunchosenÞ at the perceptual decision stage and the perceptual decision performance index (type I

AROC) across participants (Figure 6A, lower right panel).
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Supplemental Figure 1.  Comparative subjective utility functions for internal and external probabilities 

(related to Figure 2) 

(A) (i) Proportion of correct trials (perceptual decision performance in the main task) in the second decision stage as 

a function of internal probability (based on follow-up task performance at each coherence level) offered in the first 

metacognitive judgment stage. The trials on which the internal probability option was chosen (orange) and on which 

the alternative, the external probability option was chosen (blue) are summarized independently. Note that the 

probability of correctly discerning the motion direction tightly scaled with the internal probability estimated from the 

follow-up task. By contrast, discerning the correct motion direction was trivially easy when opting for the external 

probability task and hence performance was at ceiling independent of what had been offered as the internal probability 

task. (ii) Proportion of correct trials in the second decision stage as a function of external probability. The trials on 

which the external probability option was chosen (blue) and unchosen (orange, i.e., internal probability option was 

chosen) are summarized independently. Note, again, that the quantity plotted on the y-axis related to the correct 

estimation of the dot direction, and that, after choosing the internal task, reward would always deterministically ensue 

after a correct estimation, whereas after choosing the external task and estimating the dot direction correctly, reward 

would only ensue with a given probability, i.e. with the external probability. (iii– iv) Same convention with as (i–ii) 

but summarized for proportion of rewarded trials instead of correct trials. Note that here, when comparing (iii) and 

(iv), it becomes apparent that the actual payoff from choosing each task tightly scales with internal and external 

probability, respectively, while the value of the alternative option is held constant. Together, this figure illustrates 

how the overall payoff was thus finely balanced between tasks, but that they were critically different with respect to 

how difficult it was to perform the tasks correctly in order to arrive at this payoff. On the top (i–ii) and bottom (iii–

iv) panels, the lines for the trials on which the internal probability option was chosen (orange) are exactly the same 

because external probability was always set at 100% for internal probability options. (B) Performance on an 

additional control task in which participants compared two different levels of external probability. The colour within 

each cell indicates the probability with which participants chose the optimal external task. The optimal external task 

is simply the external task with a higher probability of reward, i.e., higher number of dots. The participants (n=4) 

could reliably choose the option with higher external probability (i.e. larger number of dots) (92.5±1.5 



 

[mean±s.e.m.]%). (C) Subjective utility functions for internal (left) [or, external (right)] probability. Subjective 

probability (y-axis) is the proportion of trials that on which the internal [or, external] option was chosen in the 

metacognitive judgment stage. Objective probability (x-axis) is the proportion of the trials that the internal [or, 

external] probability option should have been chosen if participants behaved optimally (i.e., if they always picked 

the better probability option in the metacognitive judgment stage). Each dot is a given level of internal/external 

probability and increases from left to right (Note that the two dots on the y axis in the right panel indicate the data 

for 10% [lower] and 30% [higher] external probability, respectively). The data are fitted by typical subjective utility 

functions based on Prospect Theory (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979), where skewness is defined by a single 

parameter: gamma. (D) Comparative gamma between internal and external probabilities (p = 0.23) suggests that there 

is nothing fundamentally different about the way in which objective probabilities are translated into subjective 

estimates. It is noted that smaller gamma indicates larger distortion and, if the more the participant has a perfect 

undistorted utility function, the closer gamma comes close to 1 (log gamma comes close to 0). (E) Multiple regression 

analysis reveals that if a participant has a gamma closer to 1 for either internal (left) or external (right) probability 

then this predicts higher type-II AROC in the same participant. (F) Comparable sizes of gamma for both internal and 

external probabilities suggests that both probabilities contribute similarly to type-II AROC. 

  



 

 



 

Supplemental Figure 2.  Behavioral performance during prospective metacognition task (related to Figure 

3). 

(A) The type-II and type-I ROC curves of a representative participant (indicated with a black circle in the upper plot). 

The dots on the line represent the proportion of Hit over FA trials for specific coherence levels (see STAR Methods). 

(B) Preference for choosing the internal probability task as a function of decision variable (DV – the difference 

between the internal and external probabilities). (C) Performance of the internal probability task during the perceptual 

decision stage in the main metacognition task (where each perceptual decision was preceded by a metacognitive 

judgment). Performance in the follow-up task (which lacked any metacognitive judgment phase) is indicated by the 

black line in the square plot and color-coded in the rectangular plot below. Average performance across all probability 

levels is shown for the metacognitive judgment stage (upper bar) and follow up-task (lower bar) at the bottom of the 

panel. (D–E) There was a significant influence of outcome (reward/no-reward) received during the past three trials 

on the choice made in the metacognitive judgment stage (D). There was no influence of outcome (reward/no-reward) 

received during the past three trials on the performance of the internal task (E, left) and external task (E, right). 

Metacognitive judgments were also influenced by the outcomes of decisions made on previous trials. Whether or not 

reward was received for taking an internal probability option and for taking an external probability option had impacts 

on subsequent metacognitive judgments. The impacts were in opposite directions (two-way repeated ANOVA with 

the main effects of evidence type and time constant; main effect of internal/external evidence, F1,22=7.65, p=0.011; 

main effect of time constant, F2,44=0.06, p=0.94; interaction, F2,44=2.46, p=0.096). The receipt of reward outcomes 

when internal probability options had been chosen recently increased the likelihood of selecting the internal 

probability in a subsequent metacognitive decision (one-way repeated ANOVA with the main effects of time constant, 

F2,44=6.27, p=0.0040; paired t-test: trialn-1 > trialn-3, p=0.001, trialn-2 > trialn-3, p=0.011 with Bonferroni correction. 

trialn-1, t22=2.95, p=0.022; trialn-2, t22=3.36, p=0.0085, t-test against zero with Bonferroni correction; note that 

participants chose internal probability options on approximately 50% of trials). However, external probability options 

chosen more recently did not change the likelihood of selecting the external probability option significantly (one-

way repeated ANOVA with the main effects of time constant, F2,44=0.81, p=0.45; trialn-1, t22=-1.58, p=0.38; trialn-2, 

t22=-2.21, p=0.11, t-test against zero with Bonferroni correction). This difference also suggested that there are 



 

independent mechanisms for evaluating and learning about internal and external probabilities. (F) Preference, in the 

metacognitive judgment stage of the main task, for choosing to perform the internal task trials as a function of whether 

the same trial would be performed correctly in the follow-up task. Left panel: First, we categorized metacognitive 

trials into correct and incorrect trials according to performance on the follow-up task. Second, we calculated the 

proportion of occasions the participant chose the internal vs external probability task option in the correct trial group 

and the incorrect trial group. Here, we plot the proportion of internal task choices when follow-up task performance 

was correct (left side of the x-axis) or incorrect trials (right side on the x-axis). Participants more often chose the 

internal probability option in the metacognitive judgment phase in the main experiment when they would 

subsequently classify motion direction correctly in the follow-up task (the average across participants, indicated as 

dots, is above 50% which represents a preference for the internal task) (t22=6.49, p=1.5×10-6) Right panel: The 

performance of the chosen internal probability task was also better in the perceptual decision stage in the main 

experiment for options that participants would subsequently classify correctly when they encountered them in the 

follow-up task (t22=15.7, p=1.9×10-13). (G) The difference in preference for choosing the internal probability option 

for options that were classified correctly in the follow-up task as opposed to those that were not classified correctly 

in the follow-up task. (H) It was confirmed that perceptual decision performance on the internal task at moderate 

coherence levels (0.06, 0.12) was higher when the internal task had been paired with an external probability option 

that was, on average, slightly more likely to yield reward (Challenge trials) than it was when the internal task was 

paired with an external probability option slightly less likely to yield reward on average (Inevitable trials) by defining 

Challenge and Inevitable trials as the trials two cells above and below the curve (two-way ANOVA, trial-type 

[Challenge, Inevitable] × coherence level [Low, Moderate, High]. Interaction: p=0.0166. Simple main effect for 

Challenge vs. Inevitable trials at moderate coherence: p=0.027). Again, this suggests that participants are able to 

estimate their likelihood of success if they perform the internal probability task. The black line in the square plot 

indicates performance in the follow-up task. (I) Perceptual decision performance on the internal task for Challenge 

trials (green) and Inevitable trials (grey) for each coherence level. For the two levels of moderate coherence (0.06 

and 0.12) (blue shade), a two-way ANOVA (coherence [0.06 or 0.12] × trial type [Challenge or Inevitable]) revealed 

a significant main effect of Challenge/Inevitable trial type (p = 0.023) and a main effect of coherence (p = 0.037) 



 

without any interaction (p = 0.45). (N=23 participants; *p<0.05, **p<0.01, ***p<0.001, t-test against chance-level, 

Bonferroni correction if required; error bars are SEM across participants).  

  



 

 

Supplemental Figure 3.  Perceptual decision-making: common substrates for internal and external evidence 

accumulation in well-known areas for motion vision (related to Figure 4) 



 

(A–B) Correlation between regressors included in the whole-brain fMRI and ROI analyses. Predictors included in 

fMRI-GLM1 and ROI-GLM1 (we included the same regressors in both analyses) between the metacognitive 

judgment stage and perceptual decision stage had a reasonable low correlation (maximum r value of 0.2). Although 

we used the same variables in both stages, the correlation between regressors was decreased by including a temporal 

jitter (see STAR Methods for details). The mean of the correlation coefficients (A) and the mean of the absolute 

correlation coefficients (B) are shown. (C) Activity in several frontal and parietal areas reflected the probability of 

reward associated with the chosen action – the evidence for making the chosen action – regardless of whether that 

was derived from consideration of internal or external probabilities at a liberal statistical criterion for display purpose 

(whole-brain effects family-wise error cluster corrected with z>2.3 and p<0.05). (D) The evolution of the regression 

weights across time indexing the impact of chosen internal probability (red at top) and chosen external probability 

(blue at bottom) on neural activity are illustrated for four example areas (IPS, area 8A, area 9, IPL). In each case the 

effects are seen after a short delay reflecting the hemodynamic response function. (E) The evolution of the regression 

weights across time in the metacognitive judgment stage indexing the impact of internal probability (red at upper 

panel of each area. solid line: chosen internal probability. dotted line: unchosen internal probability) and chosen 

external probability (blue at lower panel of each area. solid line: chosen external probability. dotted line: unchosen 

external probability) on neural activity are illustrated for two example areas: vmPFC and FPm. 

  



 

 

 

Supplemental Figure 4.  Metacognitive judgment: common substrates for internal and external evidence 

accumulation in the anterior cingulate cortex and visual association cortex (related to Figure 5).  

(A) Activity in dACC reflected both internal and external probabilities during the initial metacognitive decision on 

each trial. (B) Activity in dACC was positively modulated by probabilities associated with the option that was 

rejected during the metacognitive judgment, while its activity was negatively modulated by probabilities associated 

with the option that was taken. Similar patterns of activity change in dACC have been linked previously to the 



 

evidence for taking an alternative or counterfactual choice as opposed to the choice actually made (Fouragnan et al., 

2019; Kolling et al., 2018; Kolling et al., 2016). (C) This pattern of activity increase and decrease in association, 

respectively, with choices rejected and choices taken was apparent during the assessment of both internal and external 

probabilities during metacognitive decisions (two-way repeated ANOVA with the main effects of evidence and 

chosen task; main effect of internal/external probability, F1,22=1.06, p=0.31; main effect of chosen/unchosen task, 

F1,22=23.0, p=0.001; interaction, F1,22=1.10, p=0.30). (D) Visual association cortex is the only area where both the 

internal and external probabilities were coded in a similar manner during the metacognitive judgment stage. (E) The 

evolution of the regression weights across time indexing the impact of internal probability (red at top) and external 

probability (blue at bottom) on neural activity in visual association cortex. (N=23, whole-brain effects family-wise 

error cluster corrected with z>3.1 and p<0.05; shade and error bars indicate SEM across participants; *** p<0.001, 

main effect of ANOVA). 

 

  



 

 

 

Supplemental Figure 5.  Evidence accumulation of internal probability but not of external probability during 

metacognitive judgment in alPFC (related to Figure 5). 

(A) Internal probability associated with both chosen (top) and rejected (bottom) options exerted a positive influence 

in a similar manner on both left and right alPFC47. (B) Unlike in metacognitive judgments, there was no significant 

difference in slope (left) or the size of the peak signal (right) for activity related to the chosen and unchosen internal 

probability task options during perceptual decisions (see also Figure 5C). (C) Activity in alPFC47/45 was significantly 

more strongly modulated by the internal probability than the external probability of chosen and unchosen options 

during the metacognitive judgment stage, illustrated at a liberal statistical criterion for display purpose (whole-brain 

effects family-wise error cluster corrected with z>2.3 and p<0.05). There was a clear region of difference within 



 

alPFC that peaked adjacently ([x, y, z]=[-48, 44, -8], [48, 44, -12]) lying on the boundary between areas 45 and 47/12 

(which we therefore refer as alPFC47/45). (D) The alPFC47/45 modulation in relation to internal as opposed to external 

probability is also evident in the time courses of the effects. (E) Unlike in other areas linked to decision making in 

fMRI investigations, activity modulation in alPFC47/45 was positively modulated by the internal probability associated 

with both the chosen and the unchosen option. While the external probability associated with a chosen option had no 

impact on alPFC47/45 activity, the external probability associated with an option that was rejected led to a decrease in 

alPFC47/45 activity. This was apparent when the activity was analyzed with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA 

with factors of evidence type (internal/external probability) and option chosen (chosen or unchosen task); there was 

a significant main effect of internal/external probability (F1,22=18.26, p=0.0003) but no main effect of 

chosen/unchosen task (F1,22=0.56, p=0.46) or interaction (F1,22= 3.30, p=0.082). (N=23, shade indicates SEM across 

participants).  

 

 

  



 

 



 

Supplemental Figure 6.  Activity in alPFC during metacognitive judgment is not explained by attentional 

modulation as a function of the stakes of reward indicated by external probability (related to Figure 5) 

(A) Activity in alPFC (Figure 5A) and IPL (attention area; Figure S3D) were not related to unchosen external 

probability options, which reflects the reward stakes, at the time of perceptual decision even at a very liberal statistical 

criterion (p<0.01, uncorrected). (B) (top) The evolution of the regression weights across time indexing the impact of 

unchosen external probability during perceptual decision at IPL. (bottom) The beta of IPL activity was not correlated 

with the influence of external probability on perceptual decision performance on the internal task (Figure 3C, left, 

blue) across participants (r=0.27, p=0.20). (C) (top) The evolution of the regression weights across time indexing the 

impact of unchosen external probability during metacognitive judgment at alPFC47/45. (bottom) The beta of alPFC47/45 

activity was significantly correlated with the influence of external probability on perceptual decision performance on 

the internal task across participants (r=-0.61, p=0.0019). Note that the betas of BOLD and performance improvement 

are entirely independent. The former were measured during the metacognitive judgment stage but the latter were 

assessed during the perceptual decision stage. These observations suggest that alPFC also reflects external probability 

even if it is only in order to compare it with internal probability during prospective metacognitive judgment. (D) (top) 

The evolution of the regression weights across time indexing the impact of unchosen external probability during 

perceptual decision at alPFC47/45. (bottom) The beta of alPFC47/45 activity measured during metacognitive judgments 

was not significantly correlated with the influence of external probability on subsequent perceptual decisions 

involving the internal task across participants (r=-0.05, p=0.81). 

 

  



 

 

Supplemental Figure 7.  Individual variation in FPm activity patterns was related to individual variation in 

perceptual decision making patterns in the internal probability task but not in the external probability task 

(related to Figure 6). 

(A) FPm activity was significantly correlated with internal task performance during perceptual decision making but 

not with external task performance. alPFC47 activity was correlated with neither internal nor external probability task 



 

performance at the perceptual decision stage. (B) Because type-II AROC can be affected by type-I AROC, we also 

examined the neural correlates of metacognitive performance using the M-ratio index (meta-d’ / d’) (Maniscalco and 

Lau, 2012). M-ratio (meta-d’ / d’) was correlated with alPFC47 activity (r=0.43, p=0.04) but not with FPm activity 

(r=-0.17, p=0.43). Once again, there was a significant difference in correlation coefficients indexing alPFC activity 

effects or FPm effects and individual variation in metacognitive performance (ΔFisher’s z=1.96, p=0.048). (C) The 

difference in activity modulation associated with the chosen and rejected internal probability task options in alPFC46 

covaried with individual variation in metacognitive judgment accuracy as indexed by M-ratio during metacognitive 

judgment (top) but not during perceptual decision (bottom). (N=23; illustration shows whole-brain effects family-

wise error cluster corrected with z>2.3 and p<0.05 for display purpose; *p<0.05). 

 

 

  



 

 

Supplemental Figure 8.  Changes of preference in metacognitive choice after alPFC cTBS (related to Figure 

7). 

(A) Comparisons of M-ratio (meta-d’/d’) between stimulation and no-stimulation for alPFC stimulation (left) and 

vertex stimulation (right). (B) Preference for choosing the internal probability task as a function of decision variable 

(DV). We tested whether participants’ preferences for internal probability options during metacognitive judgments 

changed as a function of the difference between external and internal probability; this is the key decision variable 

(DV) that should guide metacognitive judgments (see also Figure S2B). alPFC47 stimulation, compared to no-

stimulation induced a significant bias towards choosing the internal task (change in the equilibrium point [DVeq], i.e. 

that is where the difference between internal and external probability is zero and the probability of choosing the 

internal task is 50%). (C) The equilibrium point (DVeq), at which the participants chose internal and external 



 

probability options with equal frequency, significantly decreased when alPFC was stimulated; participants chose the 

internal option more often suggesting they overestimated their likely perceptual performance on internal options in 

the second perceptual decision stage (alPFC47 stimulation, DVeq=-0.047±0.038; no stimulation, DVeq=0.019±0.034; 

signed-rank test between DVeq: p=0.040) (left panel). However, the sensitivity of metacognitive judgment to DV did 

not change (right panel; alPFC47 stimulation, slope of the tangent line at DVeq=1.52±0.053; no stimulation, slope at 

DVeq=1.48±0.21; signed-rank test between DVeq: p=0.64). Red line indicates mean across participants. (D) 

Comparisons of perceptual performance improvement for Challenge trials against Inevitable trials between alPFC47 

stimulation (red) and no-stimulation (black). (N=8; error bars indicate SEM across participants; *p<0.05). 
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